
    DUNTRO SCHOOLS 
Dear sir/ma,  

SCHOOL RULES AND REGULATIONS 

Apart from teaching and learning, discipline is another tool towards successful 

academics. As a result of this, student of Duntro High school are expected among 

other things to conduct themselves decently and be the school ambassador at all 

times.  

However, to enhance effective teaching and learning, the following constitute 

indiscipline and their penalties.  

Parents/Guardians are hereby expected to ensure that their ward strictly complies 

with these rules  

S/N RULES PENALTIES  

1 Bringing handset to school  Outright seizure and Punishment 

2 Chewing of bubblegum  Punishment 

3 Damaging of school property  Punishment and Replacement  

4  Fighting within and outside the 

school premises  

Suspension/Punishment   

5 Late Coming  Punishment/Sent Home  

6  Wearing worn out uniform  Punishment/Sent Home  

7 Not wearing the appropriate hair 

style 

Student would be asked to loose the 

hair then sent home. 

8 Improper dressing  To serve punishment then sent 

home.  

9 Painting of face/nails  To serve punishment then sent 

home. 

10 Stealing/Smoking /Drinking of 

alcohol  

Expulsion  

11 Test/Exam Malpractice   Punishment/Cancellation of 
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paper/Suspension  

12 Wearing of unapproved school 

socks.  

Outright seizure and Punishment 

13 Wearing of incomplete uniform  Punishment/Sent Home  

14 Wearing of chains, Rings Hand 

bag and long earrings  

Outright seizure and Punishment 

15 Sexual Offences  Expulsion  

16 Absenteeism of student without 

permission or notification.  

Student would be fined based on the 

number of days he/she was absent  

17 Not coming to school with ID 

CARD 

Student will not be allowed into the 

premises  

 

Note:  Parents are not allowed into the secondary school premises during school 

hours. All complaints and enquires should be directed to the administration at 4 

Ileogbo Street, Ijeshatedo. Therefore Unruly and Uncivilized behavior by Parents 

or Proxy would not be accepted.  

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

   DUNTRO SCHOOLS 

ATTESTATION 

I _______________________________________________ attest that the student is 

known to me. I have read the rules and regulation and agree that I would be held 

responsible for the conduct of ______________________________ throughout his 

or her period in the school.  

Sign ___________________________              Tel: _______________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________ 
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